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１．１．IntroductionIntroduction
Superstring theory as well as extra Superstring theory as well as extra 
dimensional theory has several dimensional theory has several modulimoduli fieldsfields
including the including the dilatondilaton. . 
ModuliModuli correspond to the size and shape correspond to the size and shape 

of compact space.  of compact space.  
VEVsVEVs of of modulimoduli fields fields 

couplings in lowcouplings in low--energy effective theory,energy effective theory,
e.g. gauge and e.g. gauge and YukawaYukawa couplings  couplings  

Thus, it is important to stabilize Thus, it is important to stabilize modulimoduli VEVsVEVs
at realistic values  from the viewpoint of at realistic values  from the viewpoint of 
particle physics as well as cosmologyparticle physics as well as cosmology

Actually, lots of works have been done so far.Actually, lots of works have been done so far.



KKLT scenarioKKLT scenario
KachruKachru, , KalloshKallosh, , LindeLinde, , TrivediTrivedi, , ‘‘0303

They have proposed a new scenarioThey have proposed a new scenario
leading to de Sitter (or leading to de Sitter (or MinkowskiMinkowski) ) vacuavacua in type IIB.in type IIB.

This scenario consists of three steps.This scenario consists of three steps.
1)1) Flux Flux compactificationcompactification

Giddings, Giddings, KachruKachru, , PolchinskiPolchinski, , ‘‘0101
The The dilatondilaton S and complex structure S and complex structure modulimoduli U areU are
assumed to be stabilized by  assumed to be stabilized by  
the fluxthe flux--induced induced superpotentialsuperpotential

while the while the KaherKaher modulimoduli remain remain unstabilizedunstabilized..
(It is stabilized in the next step.)(It is stabilized in the next step.)

),( USW flux



2) Non2) Non--perturbativeperturbative effecteffect
We add TWe add T--dependent dependent superpotentialsuperpotential induced byinduced by

e.g. e.g. gauginogaugino condensation.condensation.

Scalar potentialScalar potential

T is stabilized at DT is stabilized at DTTW=0W=0
SUSY Anti de Sitter vacuum    V < 0 SUSY Anti de Sitter vacuum    V < 0 

ModuliModuli massmass
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3) Uplifting3) Uplifting
We add uplifting potential generated by We add uplifting potential generated by 

e.g. antie.g. anti--D3 D3 branebrane at the tip of warp throatat the tip of warp throat

The value of D can be suppressed by the warp factor.The value of D can be suppressed by the warp factor.
We fineWe fine--tune D such that    tune D such that    

VVFF+V+VL L = 0 (or slightly positive)= 0 (or slightly positive)
SUSY breaking de Sitter/SUSY breaking de Sitter/MinkowskiMinkowski vacuumvacuum

T is shifted slightly from the point DT is shifted slightly from the point DTTW=0W=0
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Soft SUSY breaking termsSoft SUSY breaking terms
ChoiChoi, , FalkowskiFalkowski, , NillesNilles, , OlechowskiOlechowski, , PokorskiPokorski ’’04, CFNO 04, CFNO ‘‘0505

Modulus med. and anomaly med. are comparable.Modulus med. and anomaly med. are comparable.
It is useful to define the ratio, AM/modulus med.It is useful to define the ratio, AM/modulus med.

An interesting aspect is the mirage scale, where An interesting aspect is the mirage scale, where 
anomaly med. at the cutanomaly med. at the cut--off scale and RG effects off scale and RG effects 
between the cutbetween the cut--off scale and the mirage scale off scale and the mirage scale 
cancel each other.cancel each other.
Original KKLT Original KKLT αα=1=1
αα=2 =2 a solution of a solution of 

the little SUSY hierarchy problemthe little SUSY hierarchy problem
ChoiChoi,, JeongJeong, T.K., Okumura, , T.K., Okumura, ‘‘0505
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2. 2. ModuliModuli mixing in gauge couplingmixing in gauge coupling
In several string models, gauge kinetic function f isIn several string models, gauge kinetic function f is
obtained as a linear combination of two or more obtained as a linear combination of two or more 
fields.fields.

Weakly coupled hetero. /Weakly coupled hetero. /heteroticheterotic MM

Similarly, Similarly, 
IIA intersecting DIIA intersecting D--branesbranes/IIB magnetized D/IIB magnetized D--branesbranes

Lust, et. al. Lust, et. al. ’’0404
GauginoGaugino condensation condensation exp[exp[--a f]a f]
ModuliModuli mixing mixing superpotentialsuperpotential

TSf β+=

wTmSf +=



3. KKLT type models with 3. KKLT type models with 
modulimoduli mixing mixing superpotentailsuperpotentail

We consider We consider modulimoduli--mixing mixing superpotentialsuperpotential
However, we assume that one of However, we assume that one of modulimoduli is is 
stabilized already at the string scale.stabilized already at the string scale.

Remark Remark 
This assumption is realized in certain models.This assumption is realized in certain models.

(We are preparing a paper,  Abe, (We are preparing a paper,  Abe, HigakiHigaki, T.K.), T.K.)
Alternatively, two Alternatively, two modulimoduli may remain light.may remain light.

Abe, Abe, HigakiHigaki, T.K. , T.K. ’’0505



Our models  Our models  

S is replace by its VEV.S is replace by its VEV.
We also add the same uplifting potential.We also add the same uplifting potential.
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Model 1Model 1

Analysis is very similar to the original KKLT.Analysis is very similar to the original KKLT.
We may not need fineWe may not need fine--tune the flux to lead to tune the flux to lead to 
low energy SUSY.low energy SUSY.

In the original KKLTIn the original KKLT
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Model 2Model 2

Racetrack type Racetrack type 

Naturally, anomaly mediation is dominant, but Naturally, anomaly mediation is dominant, but 
in special models.in special models. We may have We may have αα = O(1).= O(1).

Cf. Cf. ChoiChoi, et. al. , et. al. ‘‘05 05 
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Model 3Model 3

The sign of exponent is different.The sign of exponent is different.

αα is negativeis negative
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Model 4Model 4

αα is negativeis negative
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5. SUSY phenomenology 5. SUSY phenomenology 
and cosmologyand cosmology

SUSY phenomenologySUSY phenomenology

Our models have a rich structure on soft SUSY Our models have a rich structure on soft SUSY 
breaking terms, i.e. various values of breaking terms, i.e. various values of αα..

Gauge kinetic function in the visible sectorGauge kinetic function in the visible sector

Effective Effective αα for the visible for the visible gauginogaugino massmass
TwSmf vvv +=

)Re/Re1( TwSm bbeff += αα



SpectrumSpectrum

Orders of mass scales are similar to the original.Orders of mass scales are similar to the original.
MSSM sMSSM s--particle masses = O(100) particle masses = O(100) GeVGeV –– O(1)TeVO(1)TeV
gravitinogravitino mass = O(10) mass = O(10) TeVTeV
modulimoduli mass    = O(100) mass    = O(100) TeVTeV for for αα=O(1)=O(1)

Details of sDetails of s--spectrum depends on models, spectrum depends on models, 
e.g.  a value of e.g.  a value of αα..

Further phenomenological study would Further phenomenological study would 
be interesting.be interesting.



CosmologyCosmology
Model 1 Model 1 

Height of bump is Height of bump is 
determined by determined by 
gravitinogravitino massmass

Overshooting problem      Overshooting problem      BrusteinBrustein, Steinhardt, , Steinhardt, ‘‘9393
Inflation ? Inflation ? 
destabilization due to finite temperature effectsdestabilization due to finite temperature effects

BuchmulerBuchmuler, et. al. , et. al. ‘‘0404
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Model 3, 4Model 3, 4
Model 3Model 3

Model 4Model 4

The above problems may The above problems may 
be avoided.    be avoided.    
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Little SUSY hierarchyLittle SUSY hierarchy
Less fineLess fine--tuning,  tuning,  higgshiggs mass > 114 mass > 114 GeVGeV

⇒⇒ the little hierarchy the little hierarchy 

The usual modelThe usual model ⇒⇒

Mirage mediation withMirage mediation with
αα=2 =2 a solution of a solution of 

the little SUSY hierarchy problemthe little SUSY hierarchy problem
ChoiChoi,, JeongJeong, T.K., Okumura, , T.K., Okumura, ‘‘0505
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Mirage mediationMirage mediation

Mirage mediation Mirage mediation 
= (modulus med.) + (Anomaly med.)= (modulus med.) + (Anomaly med.)

SS--spectrum = (modulus med.)spectrum = (modulus med.)
+(Anomaly med.) + (RG effect)+(Anomaly med.) + (RG effect)

If the following condition is satisfied,If the following condition is satisfied,

AM and RG effects cancel each other at AM and RG effects cancel each other at 
the mirage scale the mirage scale 
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TeVTeV--scale  mirage mediationscale  mirage mediation
αα=2    =2    ⇒⇒ Mirage scale = Mirage scale = TeVTeV scale  scale  

If the modulus mediation leads to If the modulus mediation leads to 

the little hierarchy between the stop massthe little hierarchy between the stop mass
and the Higgs soft mass is naturally realized and the Higgs soft mass is naturally realized 
at  at  TeVTeV scale.       scale.       ChoiChoi, , JeongJeong, T.K. Okumura, , T.K. Okumura, ‘‘0505

In this model, AIn this model, A--term at the weak scale is large.term at the weak scale is large.
That is important to increase the Higgs mass in the That is important to increase the Higgs mass in the 

full analysis.                full analysis.                Kitano, Nomura, Kitano, Nomura, ‘‘0505

0,2/ 222 == hstop mMm



SummarySummary
We have studied KKLT type models with We have studied KKLT type models with 
modulimoduli--mixing mixing superpotentialsuperpotential..

Soft SUSY breaking terms have a rich structure.Soft SUSY breaking terms have a rich structure.
further studyfurther study
important e.g. for the fineimportant e.g. for the fine--tuning problemtuning problem

Certain models have important characters Certain models have important characters 
from the cosmological viewpoint.from the cosmological viewpoint.
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